
ASLA Board of Trustees
c/o Carolyn Mitchell, Honors and Awards Coordinator
American Society of Landscape Architects
636 Eye St., NW
Washington, DC 20001

Re: Nomination of Friends of the High Line for the Landscape Architecture Medal of Excellence

Dear Trustees,

It is with enthusiasm that I nominate Friends of the High Line for the ASLA Landscape Architecture 
Medal of Excellence. It would be hard to overstate just how important the High Line has proven to 
be for the profession of landscape architecture. Not only has the now iconic project shown the world 
what landscape architects are capable of and created new opportunities for us in cities across the 
country, it has rewritten the rules about what parks in cities can look like, and forever raised the bar 
defining how we view, and what we expect from, our urban landscapes. ASLA has previously hon-
ored designers of the High Line with well-deserved design awards, and I believe it is now time for 
us to also recognize the ongoing work of those people in Friends of the High Line – the visionaries, 
advocates, grassroots supporters, donors, and fundraisers – without whose commitment the High 
Line would not even exist.

It was in 1980 that the last train ran along the rails of the High Line – a 1.5-mile-long railroad viaduct 
elevated above the streets on the west side of Manhattan. Nearly two decades later, when the City 
of New York planned to tear down the remaining structure, the idea for Friends of the High Line 
was born out of the shared vision of Robert Hammond and Joshua David, two neighbors concerned 
about losing this reflection of their neighborhood’s industrial past. They saw potential where others 
saw eyesore and organized the group with the intention of not only saving the High Line, but also 
transforming it into something beautiful.  

Friends of the High Line was formalized as a 503(c) non-profit organization in 1999. It then success-
fully worked with the administration of mayor Michael Bloomberg and the New York City Council 
to reverse a City policy favoring demolition to one ensuring the High Line’s preservation through 
the federal Railbanking program. The group spearheaded the planning and design process set up to 
transform the structure, and partnered with the City on the subsequent international design compe-
tition – won by the team headed by James Corner Field Operations – and the eventual construction 
of the project. This is a story we are all familar with by now.



The High Line is undoubtedly a great feat of design and construction. For me, however, what is even 
more remarkable than its built form is the vision out of which it was born. I have little doubt that we 
would still be talking about the transformative power of the project had any of the finalists in the de-
sign competition won. But without the original idea – and the will to make that a reality – we would 
likely still be sitting around wondering what the next big thing is going to be. Luckily, Hammond, 
David and the rest of Friends of the High Line successfully maneuvered through the complex world 
of politics, real estate, big money, preservation, community and design in order to create what has 
become a new kind of public space – one designed by landscape architects.

After years of relentless work to save the High Line from demolition, and then create the park we 
see today, Friends of the High Line is now settled into the less frantic life as a conservancy working 
with the New York City Department of Parks & Recreation, to make sure the High Line is maintained 
as a great public space for all New Yorkers and visitors to enjoy. In addition to overseeing the mainte-
nance, operations, and public programming for the park, Friends of the High Line works to raise the 
essential private funding to complete construction of all phases, support more than 70 percent of 
the park’s annual operating budget, and create an endowment for its future operations and mainte-
nance. 

In addition to everything else, the High Line has, since its first section opened in 2009, served as a 
catalyst for the re-development of Manhattan’s West Side and has prompted more than $2 billion 
in investment in the neighborhood. I can think of no clearer example of the value brought by well-
planned and designed urban landscapes than that of the High Line – a value that we, as landscape 
architects, continue to benefit from.

Thanks to the efforts of Friends of the High Line – in particular Hammond and David – the park has 
become a model for other reuse projects around the world. Philadelphia and Chicago, for instance, 
have both engaged the expertise of landscape architecture firms to pursue similar projects for them-
selves. More importantly, the High Line has provided to the world a crystal clear example of how 
groundbreaking and beautiful places can be created out of strong vision, passion and community 
activism. 

It is important to note that Robert Hammond recently stepped down from his position as president 
of Friends of the High Line after 15 years of involvement with the project. Throughout that time, he, 
Joshua David and the rest of the organization have been great friends and supporters of landscape 
architects. By helping to create one of the most celebrated and beloved landscapes in the world, they 
have made countless people more aware of the value we provide. Because of their accomplishments 
and ongoing service to their community, I believe that now is the time for us to recognize and reward 
the contributions of Friends of the High Line with the Landscape Architecture Medal of Excellence.

Sincerely,

Mark Hough, ASLA
Campus Landscape Architect



	  
	  
	  

  
ASLA Board of Trustees 
c/o Carolyn Mitchell, Honors and Awards Coordinator 
American Society of Landscape Architects 
636 Eye St., NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
 
Re: Medal of Excellence  
 Letter of Support 
 Friends of the High Line 
 
Dear Trustees, 
 
It is with great pleasure that I provide a letter in strong support of the Friends of the High Line 
for the ASLA Medal of Excellence.   
 
Most landscape architects are familiar with the imaginative and elegant design. Many may 
realize how transformative this project has been – to Chelsea (my neighborhood), to the city at 
large, to every city, and to the public’s understanding of what is possible. 
 
What many may not realize is just how – and who – made this extraordinary project happen. 
Projects face many challenges in the process of formation. The silent force behind many is the 
determination of advocates and supporters. The Friends of the High Line rose to the occasion 
to deal with, among many obstacles, the hurdles of politics, finance and long-term stewardship.    

 
Design is a social art best practiced in dialog – not only with a talented design team, but also 
with an enlightened and resolute client. I urge you to honor the Friends of the High Line’s 
vision and commitment with the Medal of Excellence.   
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
David Kamp, FASLA, LF, NA 
President  
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Medal of Excellence Nominations 

c/o Carolyn Mitchell 

636 Eye Street, NW 

Washington, DC 20001-3736 

Re: Nomination of the Friends of the High Line for the Medal of Excellence 

 

Dear Executive Committee and Board of Trustees, 

 

As a practicing landscape architect and current President of the New York Chapter of the 

ASLA, the High Line has had an enormously positive effect on New York City and the 

landscape architecture community at large. It has elevated the profile of our profession 

within the general public in ways that few works can. It is a new paradigm in the public’s 

understanding of landscape and urban public space, as well as the power of parks to 

reinvigorate an entire neighborhood. This understanding has spread to others cities, many 

of which recognize its many values and now desire to recreate its effects within their city.  

There are many projects now referred to as “the High Line of _____,” which illustrates in 

short hand the fact that the High Line provides a full suite of benefits that the ASLA touts 

for all urban parks. Its broad reach was brought home to me when my family, while visiting 

New York, requested to visit the High Line rather than the classic choice of Central Park. 

And even during their January visit, it was busy, delightful and engaging. 

 

In hindsight, the value of the High Line is clear.  However, this was not always the case, and 

without the long term tenacity and dedication of the Friends of the High Line, none of it 

would have come to fruition. Fifteen years ago, Joshua David and Robert Hammond had 

the vision to begin a campaign to convert an abandoned and inaccessible elevated railway 

in a portion of the city lacking parks. They catalyzed the involvement of other non-profits in 

this effort, partnering with the Design Trust for Public Space on feasibility studies to test 

the idea, as well as garnering local governmental support. They proved that the economic 

benefits were real, advancing their own plans as well as proving this concept for other 

cities to consider. In partnership with the city, selected an excellent design team, with the 

lead as a landscape architect, James Corner Field Operations. This selection of a landscape 

architect lead shows incredible trust, appreciation and due respect to our profession. Four 

years after this, the first section opened, thanks to amazing efforts on the part of the 

Friends and City. Since the first section opening in 2009, the popularity and size of the park 

have continued to grow and flourish, only possible due to the herculean efforts of 

fundraising and maintaining provided by the Friends.  It is with great pleasure that I 

nominate the Friends of the High Line for this much deserved Medal of Excellence. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Nette Compton 

ASLA NY Chapter President 
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